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Disclaimer
This presentation (the "Presentation") has been prepared by LNG New Technologies ("the Company").
This Presentation has been compiled by LNG New Technologies in good faith from sources beleived to be reliable and includes and is based,
inter alia, on forward‐looking information and statements that are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ.
These statements and this Presentation are based on current expectations, estimates and projections about global economic conditions, the
economic conditions of the regions and industries that are major markets for LNG New Technologies. These expectations, estimates and
projections are generally identifiable by statements containing words such as "expects", "beleives", "estimates", "plans", "anticipates" or
similar expressions. Important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those expectations include, among others,
macro economic fluctuations, inflation, interest rates, rent levels and such other factors as may be discussed from time to time in the
Presentation. All forecasts and forward looking statements are entirely those of LNG New Technologies, and should not be relied upon as
having been authorized by any other person. While all reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the facts herein are accurate and that
the forecasts, opinions, expectations and other forward looking statements stated herein are reasonable, ther can be no assurance that the
assumptions and expectations on which they are based are correct. Should one or more of these risks or uncertainties materialise, or should
underlying assumptions prove incorrect, actual results may vary materially from those described in this document. LNG New Technologies
does not intend, and does not assume any obligation, to update or correct the information included in this Presentation. There may have
been changes in matters which affect LNG New Technologies subsequent to the date of this presentation. Neither the issue nor delivery of
this Presentation shall under any circumstance create any implication that the information contained herein is correct as of any time
subsequent to the date hereof or that the affairs of LNG New Technologies has not since changed, and LNG New Technologies does not
intend, and does not assume any obligation, to update or correct any information included in this presentation.
Neither LNG New Technologies nor any of its respective directors, officers or employees is making any representation or warranty,
expressed or implied, as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the Presentation. No person accepts any liability whatsoever for any
loss howsoever arising from the use of this Presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in connection therewith. Any investment or
aquisition which you make should be based on such investigations as you consdier necessary.
The content of this Presentation are not to be construed as legal, business, investment or tax advice. Each receipient should consult with its
own legal, business, investment and tax advisor as to legal, business, investment and tax advice. The presentation is subject to Singapore
law, and any dispute arising in respect of this Presentation is subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Singapore courts.
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LNG New Technologies
• LNG New Technologies was established in Singapore in 2011.
• LNT’s founding partners have extensive experience from the shipping and offshore
industry, and connects Nordic maritime technology traditions with Chinese
shipbuilding industry and capital.
• The company is focusing on innovation, technology development
commercialization within the LNG sector and other liquified gases.

and

LNT A‐BOX® is a cargo
containment system
for LNG and other
gases at temperatures
below ‐55°C

Connect
LNG
has
developed a cost efficient
solution
for
marine
loading and bunkering of
fluids, such as LNG.

MGI Thermo is a
company specialized in
cold thermal insulation
for the marine market.

We develop concept
designs and projects
based on our in‐house
technologies.
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LNG New Technologies
‐ based on innovation and technology development

LNG New Technologies Pte.,Ltd.

MGI Thermo Pte.Ltd. – www.mgit.no

LNG New Technologies AS

Connect LNG AS – www.connect‐lng.no
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Our team
• LNT’s founding partners have a extensive and
complementing experience from the gas carrier
industry.
• Our team members have unique experience with
regards to small and mid-size LNG projects, and
have been among the pioneers within this field.
• We are a multinational group of professionals
connecting Nordic shipping traditions and Asian
shipbuilding capabilities.

Shipbuilding

Classification

Gas carriers
Design & engineering

Ship owning &
operation

10,000 m3 Multigas Carrier /I.M.Skaugen/
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LNG market development

Global LNG demand /BP2015/

Non‐long term LNG /IGU2014/

LNG re‐export /IGU2014/

Existing LNG
terminals
Emerging mid‐
scale markets

New markets and new trades involving local and regional transportation are evolving
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LNG fleet development

LNG Fleet by Size /GIIGNL 2015/

• Local and regional trades will require a diversity of vessels, and
particularly medium size LNG carriers
• There are however, very few vessels left in this segment and the few
that exists are aging.
• Current containment system technologies may not be particularly well
suited for this segment.
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The idea
• Develop a simple and efficient cargo containment system for the mid‐
size segment.
• A system that can enable more shipyards, particularly in China to build
the LNG carriers.
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Status of technology
Intellectual Property Rights (IPR):
• International patent protection
• International trademark registered
Class approval:
• Approval in Principle from four major IACS classification
societies: DNV GL, BV, ABS and CCS.
• Project approval for first project well underway by ABS.

Testing:
• Various tests conducted and successfully completed
including laboratory tests, factory tests and mock‐up
tests.

Pilot project:
• First license agreement and contract signed with major
Chinese shipyard in October 2015.
• Construction of first vessel based on the technology
commenced on September 11th, 2016
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Our proposition ‐
An un‐insulated IMO independent tank type A in
an insulated hold space.
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LNT A‐BOX® ‐ characteristics
Primary barrier:
Self‐supporting IMO
independent tank type
A. Material stainless
steel, or alternatively
9% nickel steel.

Secondary barrier:
Liquid tight thermal
insulation attached to
the hull compartment.
Based on polyurethane
foam panels.

Interbarrier space:
Accessible interbarrier
space between tank
and insulation

Cargo tank support:
Conventional cargo
tank support system

 Two truly independent barriers
 Access to both barriers as well as supports for inspections and maintenance
A novel system based on proven technologies in a new configuration
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Proven elements

IMO independent tank type A

Secondary barrier attached to hull compartment

Cargo tank support – compressed wood

IMO independent tank
type A is well known from
fully refrigerated LPG
carriers:

Secondary barriers attached
to the hull compartment are
well know from membrane
ships:

Traditional support
system similar to that
used on IMO A LPG as
well as prismatic type B:

• Self‐supporting prismatic cargo
tanks have been used for more
than 50 years;
• The design principle is a full
secondary barrier in case of a tank
collapse, but to our knowledge a
tank collapse has never happened.

• Introduced the 1960ies and significant
experience have been gained.
• A major difference between the
insulation and secondary barrier on
LNT A‐BOX™ and membrane ships is
that for LNT A‐BOX the insulation and
secondary barrier is not exposed to
static or dynamic (sloshing) loads from
the cargo.

• Laminated compressed wood
material
• Considerable experience from both
designers and suppliers.
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LNT A‐BOX® ‐ advantages
Building capacity and costs
• Enabling more yards to build LNG carriers
• Independent tank construction
• Simple and cost‐efficient design

Safety
•
•
•
•

Easy inspection and maintenance
No filling restrictions
Robust tank design
Independent barriers

Efficiency
• Excellent volume utilization
• Excellent thermal insulation
• Design flexibility
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, and the alternatives
Type C

Type B ‐ Spherical

Type B – Prismatic

Membranes

• LNT A‐BOX will give better volume utilization.
• Type A tanks will be lighter over a certain size
due to the minimum design pressure required
for type C.
• Better volume utilization than spheres.
• Type A tanks will be easier to manufacture
than spheres, and require less specialized
equipment and infrastructure in the yard.
• LNT A‐BOX gives more available deck space.
• Type A tanks will be easier to manufacture than
type B, reduce labor hours and overall
construction risk.
• Mainly due to fatigue and detail design, surface
preparation and finishing requirements for type B.
• LNT A‐BOX features
a simpler design and
construction of the insulation system and
secondary barrier.
• Sloshing mitigated – no loading limitations.
• LNT A‐BOX offers access to the secondary barrier.
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LNG fleet &
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LNT45 – 45.000 m3 LNG carrier
Saga LNG Shipping has signed a shipbuilding contract for 1+1 x 45,000 m3 LNG
carrier based on the LNT A‐BOX with China Merchants Heavy Industries (CMHI).
LNG New Technologies has entered into a license agreement with CMHI for the
project, and MGI Thermo has signed a contract with the yard for the insulation
system supply and installation.
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LNT45 – Concept design

Main Dimensions
Loa
Lpp
Beam
Depth
Design draught

195.30 m
184.80 m
30.00 m
20.00 m
9.00 m

Service Speed
Service speed:

16.5 knot

Machinery & Propulsion
Dual fuel main engine:
Auxiliary engines:

approx. 11,700 kW
approx. 2,500 kW

Cargo System
Containment system:
No. of cargo tanks:
Total capacity:
MARVS:
Design density:
Min.temp.:
BOR:

LNT A‐BOX®
3‐
45,000 m3
0.4 bar g
0.6 ton/m3
‐163 °C
0.15 %/day

Classification
ABS  A1, Ⓔ LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS CARRIER with
Independent Tanks, SH‐DLA, SFA(25), SH, SHCM,
 AMS,  ACCU, NIBS, DFD, GCU, ENVIRO+, GP, POT,
RRDA, BWT, TCM, UWILD
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Concept designs & applications
• LNT A‐BOX® is a flexible system
and has a wide application
area, including:
• LNG carriers
• Ethane carriers
• LNG bunkering vessels
• Floating Storage Units (FSU)
• Floating Storage & Regasification
Units (FSRU)
• Floating production units (FLNG)
• LNG fuel tanks

• LNT has comprehensive market
intelligence and customer
database, and a long list of
potential projects in the
pipeline.

LNT18 – 18,000 m3 LNG carrier

LNT6 – 6,000 m3 LNG bunkering

LNT30 – 30,000 m3 LNG carrier

LNT5F – 5,000 m3 FSU

LNT45 – 45,000 m3 LNG carrier

LNT30F – 30,000 m3 FLNG

LNT60 – 60,000 m3 LNG carrier

LNT50F – 50,000 m3 FSRU

LNT80 – 80,000 m3 LNG carrier / VLEC

LNT80F – 80,000 m3 FSRU
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LNT scope
• LNG New Technologies is primarily a
technology
provider
–
offering
engineering and technical support as
well as licenses to utilize the LNT A‐
BOX® containment system to qualified
shipyards.

General ship design by ship designer / yard

Cargo handling EPCS

by LNG New Technologies

• We do also have naval architecture
capabilities and can develop complete
ships or other floating units.
• Through our affiliate MGI Thermo, we
offer also the engineering, procurement
and construction of the insulation and
secondary barrier system. The scope will
also include traning of yard workers as
well as supervision of the system
installationat the yard.
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Summary
• LNT A‐BOX® is a new containment system for LNG and other gases at temperatures
below ‐55°C. The system is based on proven technologies, and is a robust and cost
effective alternative.
• There is a growing demand for local and regional distribution of LNG. LNT A‐BOX® is
a suitable containment system for mid‐scale LNG assets.

Flexible
Efficient
Robust
Accessible
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THANK YOU
LNG New Technologies
www.lngnewtech.com
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LNG New Technologies Pte.,Ltd.
3 International Business Park #04‐07/08
609927 Singapore
SINGAPORE

LNG New Technologies AS
Bragernes Torg 1
3017 Drammen
NORWAY

LNG New Technologies (China) Rep.office
282 Regency Park, 1883 Huamu Road
Pudong, Shanghai 201204
P.R.CHINA

Web: www.lngnewtech.com

|

E‐mail: info@lngnewtech.com
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